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Yale Center for Law and Philosophy - Yale Law School The Philosophy Department offers a minor in Philosophy
and Law. The minor enables students who are interested in studying philosophy and law, but who Philosophy of Law
Introduction Law, Politics, and Philosophy References and Further Reading. Andrew Altman (1986), Legal Realism,
Critical Legal Studies, and Dworkin, Philosophy and Public Affairs, vol. 15, no. 2, pp. 205-236. Thomas Aquinas
(1988), On Law, Morality and Politics (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Co.). Center for Law and Philosophy
Columbia Law School May 27, 2001 In contrast, philosophy of law is interested in the general question: What is Law?
This general question about the nature of law presupposes Law and Philosophy - incl. option to publish open access Springer Philosophy of law is concerned with questions about the nature of law and concepts that structure law. It also
deals with questions regarding the authority of the Category:Philosophers of law - Wikipedia The concentration in
philosophy and law offers philosophy majors the opportunity to focus their study of philosophy in a way that helps
prepare them for the Links for Philosophy of Law - Earlham College UCLAs Law and Philosophy Program is a rich
collaboration between UCLA Law and the Universitys internationally renowned philosophy department. Philosophy of
law - Wikipedia The APA Newsletter on Philosophy and Law is published by the committee on philosophy and law.
Direct all correspondence concerning newsletter content and Philosophy of law - Wikipedia Rethinking Terrorism in
International Law: An Enquiry into the Legal Concept of International State Terrorism Jura Gentium. Journal of
Philosophy of Programs: Philosophy and Law concentration in the BA in Philosophy Topics: 17th/18th Century
Philosophy, 19th Century Philosophy, Medieval and Renaissance Philosophy, History of Western Philosophy,
Miscellaneous, Upcoming events in Philosophy of Law - PhilEvents Philosophy of law is concerned with the the
foundations of law. In the words of Hobbes: philosophy of law does not ask what the law is, but what law is. What is
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Philosophy and Law Department of Philosophy Immanuel Kant, The Philosophy of Law: An Exposition of the
Fundamental Principles of Jurisprudence as the Science of Right, by Immanuel Kant, trans. Philosophy of Law
Linguistics and Philosophy MIT This book offers an advanced introduction to central questions in legal philosophy.
What factors determine the content of the law in force? What makes a : Philosophy and Law: Contributions to the
Philosophy of law is a branch of philosophy and jurisprudence that seeks to answer basic questions about law and legal
systems, such as What is law?, What are the criteria for legal validity?, What is the relationship between law and
morality?, and many other similar questions. Laws of Nature Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy The Center for
Law and Philosophy provides a basis for scholarly cooperation in the study of moral, political and legal philosophy.
Law, Philosophy of Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy Legal Philosophy in Oxford Oxford Law Faculty
Oxford has had unparalleled strength in the philosophy of law ever since H.L.A. Hart became our Professor of
Jurisprudence in 1952. Six decades later Newsletter on Philosophy and Law - The American Philosophical Aug 17,
2014 While they both deal with Philosophy and Law, their field of emphasis is different. Philosophy of law is a branch
of philosophy, and therefore Department of Philosophy :: Philosophy and Law Minor The International Association
for the Philosophy of Law and Social Philosophy (IVR) was founded in 1909 as the Internationale Vereinigung fur
Rechts- und About the Law & Philosophy Program - UCLA School of Law Law and Philosophy serves as a forum
for the publication of work in law and philosophy that is of common interest to individuals in the disciplines of
Philosophy of Law - Leiden University - Universiteit Leiden Based at Yale Law School, the Center was founded in
2005 as a joint venture with the Yale Philosophy Department. It aims to encourage advanced work, philosophy of law
NYU Law has long had a very distinguished program in legal, moral, and political philosophy that has greatly
influenced the way law schools across the country The Philosophy of Law: An Exposition of the Fundamental
Principles Leo Strausss Philosophy and Law contains a groundbreaking study of the political philosophy of
Maimonides and his Islamic predecessors, and it offers an Law & Philosophy NYU School of Law Note: this page is
about using your philosophy degree as a stepping stone to law school. We also have a special B.A. in Philosophy with an
Emphasis in Why Philosophy Has Been Central to Legal Education for More SSRN Philosophy of Law eJournal
Law and Philosophy serves as a forum for the publication of work in law and philosophy that is of common interest to
individuals in the disciplines of What Makes Law: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law The Philosophy and
Law minor is a liberal arts-oriented introduction to law. It focuses on the philosophical, moral, and political
underpinnings of law and the On one account, the Regularity Theory, Laws of Nature are statements of the uniformities
When, for example, generations of philosophers have agonized over Philosophy of Law - Research Guide
International Law Peace An International and Interdisciplinary Journal for the Philosophy of Law. Full-text online.
Journal of Law, Medicine and Ethics. Only tables of contents online. International Association for the Philosophy of
Law and Social Jan 20, 2014 One discipline I did not say much about, however, was my own: philosophy. And yet the
philosophical study of law has been central to legal UAB - CAS - Department of Philosophy - Minor: Philosophy &
Law This course examines fundamental issues in the philosophy of law, including the nature and content of law, its
relation to morality, theories of legal interpretation,
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